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● I N T R O D U C T I O N ●

World War II
and American Brands

I was born in 1948, a few years after the end of World War II, so
I didn’t experience it first-hand. Still, my father was a medical
doctor in the war and he had many stories to tell. Like other
boys who grew up in the Fifties, I was simultaneously fascinated and horrified by World War II. I saw the outcome from an
American perspective – good decisively defeating evil.
I didn’t think much about the war in adulthood. I spent my professional career doing marketing programs for brands. I’ve
written several books about brands; in two of those books, I
chronicled brands of the 1950s and 1960s that appealed to my
generation – I called them “Boomer Brands.” In considering
how those brands originated, I began to wonder what role
World War II might have played in influencing their rise.
As I researched the interrelationship of World War II and
American brands, I realized that branding took on a broader
meaning. World War II itself was “branded” by the American
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government in association with American brand advertisers,
who collectively and aggressively promoted war bonds, victory
gardens and patriotism throughout the war years. In fact, there
was a financial incentive offered by the U.S. government to do
so. Radio, newspapers, magazines, posters and film were painstakingly coordinated in a media campaign designed to
disseminate government sponsored war-related messages – in
reality war propaganda – often supported by specific brands. It
was quite a remarkable branding effort. It turns out that this
wasn’t the first time America branded a war: The American
government and business had done this before, during World
War I (also known as the Great War). But they perfected their
partnership in World War II.
World War II had a profound impact on American brands. In
addition to brands directly aligning their products with the war
effort, some brands, such as Coca-Cola, used the war as a clever
way to engender positive perceptions by distributing their
products to American forces. Other brands actually had their
roots in the war. For example, M&Ms were introduced in 1941
for soldiers; they were designed with a hard candy outer shell so
the chocolate inside wouldn’t melt on the battlefield. Early on,
M&Ms were used exclusively by the American military before
they were widely available to consumers. Jeeps became synonymous with American ground forces. The jeep was as essential
a piece of military equipment as boots and weapons. “Jeep”
grew directly out of its military use to become an automobile
brand. Both brands, M&Ms and Jeep, remain as popular today
as during the World War II era.
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Just as important, the post-war economy led to the rise of the
American middle class. The war fueled strong economic growth
that turned the country into a major global force. Americans
were thrilled to break out of wartime frugality; they enthusiastically adopted the role of materialistic consumers. They were
ready, willing and able to purchase a wide range of consumer
products. Manufacturers were happy to oblige; the result was
that post-war America became a bubbling cauldron of scores of
inventive, innovative brands. When television came along,
marketing those brands rose to a whole new level.
This book is about both the branding of World War II and the
impact the war had on the modern American brand. I intend
for it to be informal and hopefully entertaining rather than a
scholarly study. I approach the subject as a marketing professional, not a credentialed historian. Unlike other World War II
books, this book doesn’t focus on the reasons for war or the war
itself; rather, it presents an exploration of the interplay
between World War II and American brands. It examines
American brands historically, from right before to right after
World War II. In so doing, I hope to make a compelling case
that World War II greatly contributed to the rise of the modern
American brand.
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How This Book is Organized

1. Part I lays the groundwork for my thesis. It is an overview of the American brand between World War I and
World War II. This section is a kind of preamble that
reflects on brands and their role in popular culture prior
to World War II. It will be apparent that the Great War
was “branded,” and American brands played a role in
marketing the war.
2. Part II covers the branding of World War II. I discuss
the primary media and techniques that were used by the
American government and American brands to support
the war effort and spread propaganda about the war.
The heart of the book presents how American brands
marketed themselves during World War II. Here, you’ll
see how specific brands integrated their marketing
message with the war, and how some brands used the
war to increase their own product awareness and sales.
I also discuss the dark side of war brands – both American and foreign brands that collaborated with the
enemy. Some of the brands we know today emerged as
market leaders during this time, while others have been
relegated to the dustbin of history.
3. Part III addresses brands in the context of American
post-war culture, moving from the war’s end into the
1950s and 1960s. This part demonstrates how the consumerism of post-war America led quite directly to the
birth of breakthrough brands and modern brand
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marketing strategies, helped along by a major media
development called television. Many brands from this
time have survived and thrived into the 21st Century. If
you’re over sixty-five years of age, you are likely to
remember a number of these brands and their catchy
television jingles from your childhood. If you’re
younger, you will probably get a kick out of discovering
how brands that continue to be vibrant today really got
their start.
4. The Appendix contains numerous print ads from the
World War II era. Each ad is numbered. The text will
reference an ad in the Appendix by its number like this:
(Appendix, 1).
If you want to learn more about the branding aspects of World
War II or the many brands covered in this book, check out the
Sources section for weblinks to additional information. Also
included in that section are links to some of the original television commercials for brands referenced in the book.
I hope you enjoy this journey into an intriguing period of American history that I call “World War Brands.”

Note: All company and brand trademarks and registered trademarks referenced in this book are the property of their respective holders.
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The American Brand:
World War I
to World War II
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● C H A P T E R

1 ●

How the U.S.
Government Branded
the Great War

America’s involvement in World War I (known at the time as
the “Great War”) was anything but a foregone conclusion. The
war was viewed by Americans as a European conflict when it
began in 1914. President Woodrow Wilson was committed to
American neutrality early on. The turning point in how Americans perceived the war probably came in May 1915, when the
British passenger ship Lusitania was attacked by German
U-boats. On board were Americans, over 120 of whom died in
the sinking of the ship. That brought the war perilously close to
home in the minds of many Americans.
Even so, Wilson was hesitant to join the Allies in combat. As he
ran again in 1916, Wilson stressed America’s “preparedness”
and employed the campaign slogan, “He Kept Us Out of War.”
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Apparently, this is what Americans wanted to hear –Woodrow
Wilson was re-elected. But the second-term president’s
assurance didn’t last long. When German submarines attacked
American vessels and it was discovered that Germany attempted to cajole Mexico into becoming its war ally, the United States
entered the war in April 1917.
Once the war began, the majority of Americans were in favor of
it. Over one million men enlisted in the armed forces, as did
about twenty thousand women. “Selective service” was instituted and most men who were drafted joined the military
willingly.
As soon as America became engaged in the Great War, the
“Committee on Public Information” (CPI) was formed by the
federal government to brand the war in a positive light, spread
patriotic propaganda and drum up support for the war across
the country. To ensure that Americans remained loyal to the
war effort, Wilson bolstered the CPI with legal penalties for
dissension through the Espionage and Sedition Acts. The stage
was set for American businesses, organizations, institutions
and the public to rally around the country – and rally they did.
The CPI reported directly to Wilson and was headed by George
Creel, a former newspaperman. Notable writers and artists of
the era worked on behalf of the CPI, including:
• Edward Bernays, who leveraged his war experience to
eventually become recognized as the father of modern
public relations
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Charles Dana Gibson, an artist who created the famous
“Gibson Girl” illustrations
Walter Lippmann, who later became a renowned political commentator
Norman Rockwell, a young illustrator who would grow
into one of the most beloved American artists
Ida Tarbell, a prominent muckraking journalist
Novelist Booth Tarkington
Newspaper editor William Allen White.

The CPI marshaled the forces of both government and private
industry to create what was essentially the most pervasive, sophisticated American brand marketing campaign to date.
Employing every medium available, along with the extensive
use of talks, speeches and elaborate exhibitions, the CPI set out
an ambitious goal to communicate with and influence all American citizens with the message that supporting the American
war effort was everyone’s patriotic duty. The CPI penetrated
virtually all publicly available venues, also engaging Hollywood
filmmakers to produce patriotic movies that were widely
shown. The CPI was even empowered to work with the U.S.
Postal Service to root out and censor negative propaganda
against the war.
One of the more effective mediums of the time was the poster,
previously used only for advertising products. Banks, post
offices and local businesses with storefronts willingly displayed
patriotic posters that were produced by the U. S. government as
well as private firms. America followed the lead of Great Britain, relying on posters to recruit for the military, promote the
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sale of war bonds and encourage women to support the war at
home through such organizations as the Red Cross and the
YWCA.
Arguably the most famous poster of the Great War is one depicting “Uncle Sam,” accompanied by the slogan, “I WANT YOU
FOR U.S. ARMY.” (Appendix, 1) This poster personified the nation in the form of an older gent in patriotic dress who had a
serious expression and sternly pointed his finger at the viewer.
The poster was illustrated by James Montgomery Flagg, a colorful high-spirited man who wanted to support the war effort
but, at age thirty-nine, couldn’t enlist in the armed forces
because he was too old. Flagg actually used himself as the model for Uncle Sam – he applied makeup that included a fake
goatee, wore a top hat and looked into a mirror to create the
iconic image from his reflection. Four million copies of the recruitment poster were printed, and Flagg’s “Uncle Sam”
character continued to be used on other posters and in published materials to support the war. In fact, Uncle Sam’s
popularity never flagged – when World War II came along, the
Great War recruitment poster was resurrected and put to use a
second time.
Other posters targeted specific audiences with unique
messages. One poster, for example, showed an illustration of a
little boy saluting, along with a bowl of cereal. The poster made
the point that wheat was valuable and needed to be preserved
for the war effort. The text read:
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Little AMERICANS
Do your bit
Eat Corn meal mush –
Oatmeal – Corn flakes
Hominy and rice with
milk. Eat no wheat
cereals.
Leave nothing on your plate
Whether it was posters, leaflets, advertisements in newspapers
and magazines, films or speeches, the CPI was omnipotent.
Just imagine a brand advertiser with a virtually unlimited
budget who could convey a strong, unified message multiple
times to over 103 million people (about the number of individuals in the U.S. in 1917). That was the awesome power of the
Committee on Public Information. In his book about World
War I propaganda, How We Advertised America, George Creel
boasted that the CPI was “the world’s greatest adventure
in advertising.”
Still, consider the enormous challenge Wilson and the CPI
faced from a branding perspective. One of the most difficult
things any brand marketer can do is change a perception. It is often stated in psychology that “perception is reality.” In this case,
Wilson needed to change the perception, or the reality in the
minds of most Americans, that the United States was an isolationist. Instead, Wilson needed to convince people that the
country should become an interventionist. This new brand position for the country was essential if Wilson was to gain support
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for a war he previously said was unnecessary in which
to engage.
Changing the perception of the U.S. role in the war had to be
done quickly – as soon as the United States entered the conflict.
That’s why the CPI was formed, why it secured such a skilled
group of communicators and why it did not hesitate to immediately spread messages emphasizing patriotism and
nationalism in order to brand and “sell” the war to Americans.
Not all of the propaganda was noble – some of the less savory
messaging concentrated on and even exaggerated the brutality
of the opposition. Labeled “atrocity propaganda,” advertising
featuring war acts of unspeakable savagery by Austrians and
Germans was not uncommon. Abhorrent imagery was often
highlighted in both incendiary words and graphic illustrations
to justify going to war against a cruel, heartless enemy. The CPI
may not have publicly condoned the use of such negative propaganda, but the committee apparently did not prevent its
dissemination. One side effect of atrocity propaganda was to
foster intolerance and foment hatred of German immigrants
living in America.
Some advertisers took advantage of atrocity propaganda in a
commercial way. For example, a 1917 ad placed by the New York
Tribune, a newspaper of the time, promoted excerpts from a
diary written by an American official. The ad depicted a huge
hand grasping a woman with the headline, “The RAPE of
BELGIUM.” Accompanying text read, “A day by day record of
the German’s drive through Belgium – a narrative of fact.
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Dramatic – thrilling – true! Start reading it to-day. Daily and
Sunday in the New York Tribune.”
Other ads, disparaging the enemy but somewhat less inflammatory, tied directly into product promotion. In Great Britain,
an ad for Decca, “The Portable Gramophone,” featured the
headline, “The cussed Huns have got my gramophone.” According to the ad, “The ‘Decca’ is the ideal gramophone for Active
Service. It can be carried with ease anywhere. No case required;
no loose parts to get lost. Plays perfectly all makes and sizes of
needle records.”
Regardless, the marketing of the Great War to the American
public was a rousing success – so much so that it found its way
right into the homes of American families. Since radio was not
yet commercialized and television was not yet available, gathering the family around a piano to sing songs was popular at the
time. A 1917 ad in The Saturday Evening Post offered an 80-page
book, “Songs The Soldiers and Sailors Sing,” featuring “Songs
that reach from Here to ‘Over There.’” A majority of songs copyrighted in 1918 were patriotic war songs, and sheet music often
had pro-war illustrations on the cover. You might say that the
Great War was very much in tune with the sentiment of
ordinary Americans.
This concludes the sample chapter. Order the complete version of
WORLD WAR BRANDS in print, eBook or audiobook formats
anywhere books are sold.
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